Abstract: Generalisations of maximum entropy principle (MEP) and minimum discrimination information principle (MDIP) are described by Kapur and Kesavan (1989) . In this paper, we used generalised entropies and replaced Shannon entropy with Tsallis entropy when α = 2 . The generalisation has been achieved by the entropy maximisation postulate and examining its consequences . The inverse principles which are inherent in the maximum α entropy and minimum discrimination α entropy are made in the new methodology .
Introduction
Shannon entropy had been introduced in 1948 and after that, generalised entropies have been obtained. These entropies which are order of α cover Shannon entropy in particular cases. Tsallis proposed the generalisation of the entropy by postulating a non-extensive entropy in 1988. This measure is non-logarithmic and is obtained through the joint generalisation of the averaging procedures and the concept of information gain. Tsallis entropy has haunted physicists, chemists, mathematicians, engineers, economists and others since long! (see for example: Tirnakli and Torres, 2000; Telesca, 2011; Vallianatos et al., 2014; Kleiber, 2005, ....) .
Information theory provides a constructive criterion for setting up probability distributions on the basis of partial knowledge, and leads to a type of statistical inference which is called the maximum entropy estimate. The maximum entropy principle (MEP) is characterising some unknown events in a statistical model and we should always choose the one that has maximum entropy. The MEP and the associated generalised maximum entropy principle (GMEP) have been enunciated in Kesavan and Kapur (1990) . Here, replacing Shannon entropy with Tsallis entropy of order α (for α = 2) we introduce generalised maximum α entropy principle. Tsallis entropy has applications in a broad range of Science. Particularly for α = 2 Tsallis entropy has applications in Finance. We use Tsallis entropy instead of Shannon, so we use a different measure that can be used in the statistical estimation processes. On the other hand, in many of problems, Tsallis entropy (particularly for α = 2) has more applications than a logarithmic measure (as Shannon entropy). It is easier working with a linear transformation (as Tsallis) of a logarithmic. The generalised maximum α entropy principle which is the subject generalisation of the matter of this paper, is a MαEP (maximum α entropy principle). Furthermore, MαEP provides the requisite background for the formulation of this New The MαEP provides a methodology for principle distribution, which identifying the probability have maximum α entropy based on given information. Indeed given the three probabilistic entities, namely, the α entropy measure, the set of moment constraints and the probability distribution. As stated earlier, the identification is principle of maximisation of the α based on the entropy measure subject to the given constraints.
The generalised maximum α entropy principle (GMαEP) addresses itself to the determination of any one the three when the remaining two probabilistic entities are specified.
The GMαEP then spells out deductive procedures for the determination of the unspecified entity when the other two are specified. In this relation, we state three principles, we wish to determine the probability distribution that maximises the entropy measure (A), given the probability distribution for p i and the entropy measure φ(.), determine one or more probability constraints that yield the given probability distribution (B) and given the constraints g 1 (x i ), g 2 (x i ),..., g m (x i ) and the probability distribution p i , determine the best entropy measure that maximised subject to the given constraints (c). when the entropy measure is maximised subject to these constraints.
The principle MEP implies the determination of the probability distribution proceeding from the Shannon entropy and a given set of constraints (Cover and Thomas, 2006) . However, MDI principle implies the probability distribution proceeding the Shannon entropy and given set of constraints and furthermore a prior probability Distribution Q.
After Shannon (1948) , generalisation forms of Entropy are introduced. One of them is Tsallis entropy, that implies the Shannon entropy when α → 1. We remind that this paper is written on the basis of the paper of Kesavan and Kapur (1989) with the exception that we use the Tsallis entropy instead of the Shannon entropy. Here, we generalise this formalisms (MEP and MDI), with replacing the Shannon entropy by the Tsallis entropy when α = 2 and we obtain most unbiased probability distribution proceeding the Tsallis entropy and given set of constraints. A formalism in GMEP is presented.
The principles of maximum α entropy and minimum discrimination information (MDI) is reviewed and an illustrative example is given.
The generalised maximum α entropy principle
Given the three probabilistic entities, namely the entropy measure, the set of moment constraints and the probability distribution. The MEP provides a methodology for identifying probability distribution, based on a knowledge of the first two entities. In generalised MEP, the formalism renders it possible to determine any one of the probabilistic quantities when the other two are specified.
Replacing Shannon entropy with α entropy, we present the principle of maximum α entropy.
The maximum α entropy version
In continuous, we state the principle of maximum α entropy and give illustrative example.
For a probability distribution, P = (p 1 ,…, p n ). The Shannon entropy (H(P)) and Tsallis entropy of order α (S α (P)) are respectively:
Let ϕ(.) be a convex function, in general the measure of entropy is: 
The direct principle
Given the entropy measure ϕ(.) and the constraint mean values of g 1 (x) , ..., g m (x) , we wish to determine the probability distribution that maximises the entropy measure . Using (5) to substitute in to (4) , we can solve for the (m+1) Lagrange multipliers which in turn yield the probabilities p i .
The first inverse problem (determination of constraints)
Given the probability distribution for p i and the entropy measure ϕ(.), determine one or more probability constraints that yield the given probability distribution when the entropy measure is maximised subject to these constraints . Since we know ϕ(.), we also know '( ), i p ϕ and hence the right hands of (5) can be determined . This will allow us to identify the values for g 1 (x) , ..., g m (x) by matching terms and thus a most unbiased set of constraints (4).
The second inverse problem (determination of the entropy measure)
In this case , given the constraints g 1 (x) ,..., g m (x) and the probability distribution p i , determine the most unbiased entropy measure that when maximised subject to the given constraints . Yields the given values in to (5) and get a different equation that can be solved for ϕ(.). Once ϕ(.) is known , we can determine the entropy measure 
On the basis of the formalism presented earlier , we wish to demonstrate solutions to the one direct and two inverse problems for this specific example .
Determination of constraints (the first inverse problem)
If a , b , c are constants and the constraints are determined from a knowledge of equations (6) and (9) , Substituting in to equation (5) 
which is Tsallis entropy when α = 2 .
Formalism of the MDI principle
Here we briefly review the principle of Minimum discrimination information . In order to discriminate the probability distribution P from Q , the measure , Tsallis divergence is introduced as follow :
This measure is always greater than zero and has a global minimum value of zero when the two distributions are identical . If Q is the uniform distribution 
The Tsallis divergence measure when a = 2 is : It has to be shown that if any three of the aforementioned are given , then the fourth is the most unbiased one . That is , the fourth is such that the observed probability distribution is a minimum discrimination information probability distribution (MDIPD) .
Conclusions
GMEP and MEP have found useful applications in a wide variety of problems . But there are other applications , as illustrated by example in this paper . We replaced Shannon entropy and Kullback divergence with Tsallis entropy and Tsallis divergence respectively . The first inverse problem is addressed to the determination of a set of unbiased constraints . The second inverse problem focuses on determining the most unbiased entropy measure when the other two probabilistic entities are given . The non-additive Tsallis entropy preserves the linear averaging procedure in its definition . With considering this point , the constraints have shown with linear averaging procedure and Tsallis entropy maximised.
